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It tookgenerations, and a vast amount of coercion,before thisbecamea white country. i t is
probable that it is theJewishcommunity—ormoreaccurately, perhaps, its remnants—that in
Americahas paid the highestandmost extraordinary price for becomingwhite. For theJewscame
herefrom countrieswhere theywerenot white, and theycamehere in part becausetheywerenot
white, and incontestably—in theeyes of the BlackAmerican (and not only in thoseeyes)American
Jewshaveoptedtobecomewhite.
Everything I think about Jews, whiteness, racism, and contemporary U.S. society begins with
this passage. What does it mean: Jews opted tobecomewhite. Did we opt? Did it work? Was it an illusion? Could we have opted otherwise? Can we still?
Rachel Rubin, a college student who's been interning at Jews for Racial and Economic Justice,
where I'm the director, casually mentions: when she was eight, a cross was burned on her lawn
in Athens, Georgia. I remember the house I moved into Down East Maine in 1979. On the bedroom door someone had painted a swastika in what looked like blood. 1 think about any crosscountry drive I've ever taken, radio droning hymn after Christian hymn, 2000 miles of heartland.
On the other hand, I remember the last time I was stopped by cops. It was in San Francisco. I
was getting a ride home after a conference on Jews and multiculturalism. In the car with me were
two otherwhite Jews. My heart flew into my throat, as always, but they took a quick look at the
three of us and waved us on—We're looking for a car like this, sorry, 1 remember all the stories I've
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heard from friends, people of color, in which a quick look is not followed by a friendly wave and
an apology. Some of these stories are about life and death.
Liberals and even progressives kneejerk to simplistic racial—black/white—terms, evade the
continuing significance of race, and confound it with class.2 Race becomes an increasingly complex muddle.' Growing numbers of hi- and multiracial children. Hispanic—not a racial identity,
but a cultural/linguistic category, conflating Spain with its former colonies. No one was Asian
before they came to America either; the term masks cultures diverse and polychromatic as anything Europe has to offer, yet Asian American has emerged as a critical and powerful identity. In
the academy, obligatory nods to issues of race/class/gender result in language so specialized it's
incomprehensible to most people, including those most pressured by these biases, and students
tell me "when Jews are mentioned in class, there's an awkward silence."
Where is Jewish in the race/class/gender grid? Does it belong? Is it irrelevant? Where do those
crosses and swastikas fit in?
Race or Religion?
"Race or religion?" is how the question is usually posed, as though this doublet exhausts the
possibilities. Christians—religiously observant o r not—usually operate from the common
self-definition of Christianity, a religion any individual can embrace through belief, detached
from race, peoplehood, and culture:5
But I have come to understand this detachment as false. Do white Christians feel kinship with
African American Christians? White slaveowners, f o r example, with their slaves? White
Klansmen with their black neighbors? Do white Christians feel akin to Christians converted by
colonialists all over the globe? Doesn't Christianity really, for most white Christians, imply white?
And for those white Christians, does White really include Jewish? Think of the massive Christian
evasion of a simple fact: Jesus Christ was not, was never, a Christian. He was a Jew. What did he
look like, Jesus of Nazareth, 2000 years ago? Blond, blue-eyed?
Of course Jewish is not a race,6 for Jews come in all races. Though white-identified Jews may
skirt the issue, Jews are a multiracial people. There are Ethiopian, Indian, Chinese Jews. And
there are people of every race who choose Judaism, were adopted, or born into it from mixed
parents. The dominant conception of "Jewish"—European, Yiddish-speaking—is in fact a subset,
Ashkenazi. Estimated at 85-97% of Jews in the U.S. today, Ashkenazi Jews are those whose religious practice and diaspora path can be traced through Germany.' The huge wave of Jewish
immigration from Eastern Europe was Ashkenazi (as was the earlier, much smaller, highly assimilated community of German Jews, who looked with dread upon the arrival of—from their perspective—an impoverished, Yiddish-babbling, superstitious horde). Ashkenazi Jews also
migrated to the far points of the globe—to South America, Australia, Africa, Asia. They may be
very fair or very dark.
Sephardic Jews are those whose mother tongue is/was Ladino (Judeo-Esparlol) and whose religious practice and diaspora path can be traced at some point through the Iberian Peninsula
(Spain and Portugal), where they flourished, unghettoized, contributing along with Muslims to
Spanish culture, until the Inquisition (read, torture) forced conversion or expulsion from Spain of
all non-Christians. Sephardim migrated to, and lived for generations and even centuries, in
Holland, Germany, Italy, France, Greece, the Middle East, and the Americas. The first Jews in
the New World were Sephardim, 1492 marks not only Columbus's voyage but also the expulsion
of the Jews from Spain. Some Sephardi consider themselves the aristocrats of the Jews, and look
with contempt upon the Ashkenazi history of ghettoization and persecution. They may also be
quite fair or quite dark.
Mizrachi Jews are those who lived in the Arab world and Turkey (basically, what was once the
Ottoman Empire), as minorities in Muslim rather than Christian culture. Their mother tongue
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often is/was Judeo-Arabic. Mizrachi means "Eastern," commonly translated as "Oriental," and is
used by and about Israelis, often interchangeably with Sephardi, Spanish Sephardim sometimes
resent the blurring of distinctions between themselves and Mizrachim, reacting with pride in
their history and with Eurocentric bias against non-Europeans, referring to themselves as "true"
or "pure" Sephardim,8 The confusion between the categories is only partly due to Ashkenazi
ignorance/arrogance, lumping all non-Ashkenazi together. Partly it's the result of Jewish history:
some Jews never left the Middle East, and some returned after the expulsion from Spain, including to Palestine. Some kept Ladino, some did not, I imagine there was intermarriage. Mizrachim,
though they may also range from fair to dark, are usually defined as people of color.
The point is, categories of white and color don't correspond neatly to Jewish reality. (What
does correspond is Ashkenazi cultural hegemony: in the U.S., where they are dominant by numbers, and in Israel, where Sephardi/Mizrachi Jews make up about two-thirds of the Jewish population and strongly contest this hegemony.) Jewish wanderings have created a people whose
experience eludes conventional categories of race, nationality, ethnicity, geography, language—
even religion. Cataclysm and assimilation have depleted our store of common knowledge.
No, Jews are not a single race. Yet there is confusion here, and subtext. Confusion because we
have so often been racialized, hated as if we were a race. Ethnic studies scholars have labored to
document the process of racialization, the fact that race is not biological, but a socio-historically specific phenomenon. Observing Jewish history, Nancy Ordover has noted, offers an opportunity to break down this process of racialization, because by leaving Europe, Jews "changed" our
"race," even as our skin pigment remained the same.9

FortheJewscameherefromcountrieswheretheywerenot white, and theycamehere in partbecause
theywerenot white.
Confusion, too, because to say someone looks Jewish is to say something both absurd (Jews look
a million different ways) and commonsense communicative.
When I was growing up in Flatbush (in Brooklyn, NY), every girl with a certain kind of nose—
sometimes named explicitly as a Jewish nose, sometimes only as "too big" wanted a nose job,
and if her parents could pay for it, often she got one, I want to be graphic about the euphemism
"nose job." A nose job breaks the nose, bruises the face and eye area like a grotesque beating. It
hurts. It takes weeks to heal.
What was wrong with the original nose, the Jewish one? Noses were discussed ardently in
Flatbush, this or that friend looking forward to her day of transformation.1° My aunts lavished
on me the following exquisite praise, look at her a nose like a slyik.5a (gentile woman). This hurt my
feelings, Before I knew what a shiksa was, I knew I wasn't it, and, with that fabulous integrity of
children, 1 wanted to look like who I was. But later I learned my nose's value, and would tell gentiles this story so they'd notice my nose.
A Jewish nose, I conclude, identifies its owner as a Jew. Nose jobs are performed so that a
Jewish woman does not look like a Jew.
Tell me again Jewish is just a religion.
Yet Nazi racial definitions have an "only a religion" response. Even earlier, the lure of emancipation (in Europe) and assimilation (in the U.S.) led Jews to define Judaism as narrowly as possible, as religion only, "a Jew at home, a man in the streets,' a private matter, taken care of
behind closed doors, like bathing.
Judaism, the religion, does provide continuity and connection to Jews around the globe. There
is something powerful even for atheists about entering a synagogue across the continent or the
ocean, and hearing the familiar service.'2
But to be a Jew, one need not follow religious practice, one need not believe in god n o t even
to become a rabbi, an element of Judaism of which I am especially fond.13 Religion is only one
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strand of being Jewish. It is ironic that it is precisely this century's depletion of Jews and of Jewish
identity, with profound linguistic and cultural losses—continuing as Yiddish'4 and Ladino speakers age and die—that makes imaginable a Jewishness that is only a religion—only now, when so
much else has been lost. But to reduce lewishness to Judaism is to forget the complex indivisible
swirl o f religion/culture/language/history that was Jewishness until, i n the 18th century,
Emancipation began to offer some Jews the possibility of escaping from a linguistically/culturally/economically isolated ghetto into the European "Enlightenment." To equate Jewishness with
religion is to forget how even the contemporary, often attenuated version of this Jewish cultural
swirl is passed down in the family, almost like genetic code.
Confusion and subtext. Jewish is often trivialized as something you choose, a preference, like
tea over coffee. In contrast with visible racial identity, presumptions of choice—as with gayness—are seen as minimizing one's claim to attention, sympathy, and remedy. As a counter to
bigotry, I was born like this strategically asserts a kind of victim-status, modeled on race, gender,
and disability: if you can't help yourself, maybe you're entitled to some help from others..
What happens if, instead, I assert my right to choose and not suffer for it. To say, I choose, my
lesbianism and my jewishness.15 Choose to come out, be visible, embrace both. I could live loveless or sexless or in the closet. I could have kept the name Kaye, and never once at Christmas—
in response to the interminable "what are you doing for ? have you finished your shopping?"
—never once answer, "I don't celebrate Christmas. I'm a Jew." I could lie about my lover's gender. I could wear skirts uncomfortably. I could bleach my hair again, as I did when I was fifteen.
I could monitor my speech, weeding out the offensive accent, as I was taught at City College,
along with all the other first and second generation immigrants' children in the four speech classes required for graduation, to teach us not to sound like ourselves. I could remain silent when
queer or anti-Semitic jokes are told, when someone says "you know how they are." I could endure
the pain in the gut, the hot shame. I could scrunch up much, much smaller.
In the U.S., Christian, like white, is an unmarked category in need of marking.'6 Christianness, a
majority, dominant culture, is not only about religious practice and belief, any more than
Jewishness is. As racism names the system that normalizes, honors and rewards whiteness, we
need a word for what normalizes, honors and rewards Christianity. Jews designate the assumption of Christianity-as-norm, the erasure of Jews, as "anti-Semitic" In fact, the erasure and marginalization of non-Christians is not just denigrating to Jews. We need a catchier term than
Christian hegemony, to help make visible the cultural war against all non-Christians.
Cbristianism:, Awkward, stark, and kind of crude—maybe a sign that something's being pushed.
Sexism once sounded stark and kind of crude. Such a term would help contextualize Jewish experience as an experience of marginality shared with other non-Christians. Especially in this time
of rising Christian fundamentalism, as school prayer attracts support from "moderates," this contextualization is critical for progressive Jews, compelling us to seek allies among Muslims and
other religious minorities.
I also want to contextualize Jews in a theoretical framework outside the usual bipolar frame of
black/white—to go beyond dualism, to distinguish race from class, and both from culture, to
understand "whiteness" as the gleaming conferral o f normality, success, even survival, t o
acknowledge who owns what in whose neighborhood; to witness how money does and does not
"whiten."
For in the eyes of the Black American (and not only in those eyes) American Jews have opted to
becomewhite _
To begin to break out of a polarity that has no place for Jews, I survey the range of color in the
U.S. People of color, a unity sought and sometimes forged, include a vast diversity of culture and
history, forms of oppression and persecution. Contemporary white supremacists hate them all,
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but define some as shrewd,17 evil, inscrutable, sexually exotic, and perverse, and others as intellectually inferior, immoral, bestial, violent, and sexually rapacious. If it is possible to generalize,
we can say that the peoples defined as shrewd and evil tend to be better off economically—or
at least perceived as better off economically—than those defined as inferior and violent, who
tend to remain in large numbers stuck at the bottom of the economic ladder (and are assumed
by the dominant culture, to be stuck there), denied access to decent jobs and opportunities, systematically disadvantaged and excluded by the educational system.
In other words, among the creeping fearsome dark ones are, on one hand, those who exploit,
cheat, and hoard money they don't deserve, and, on the other, those (usually darker) who, not
having money, threaten to rob and pillage hard-working tax-paying white Christians. In this construct, welfare fits as a form of robbery, the women's form, the men are busy mugging. Immigrantbashing—whether street violence or political movements like "English-only" and California's
overwhelming passage of Proposition l 87-becomes a "natural" response to "robbery."
It is easier now to see where Jews fit: we are so good with money. Cur "darkness" may not
show, and this ability to pass confers protection and a host of privileges. But we are the
model money-grubbing money-hoarding scapegoats for art increasingly punitive economic
system. Jews, Japanese, Koreans, Arabs, Indians, and Pakistanis—let's face it, interlopers are
blamed for economic disaster, for controlling the economy or making money on the backs
of the poor, for raising the price of oil, for stealing or eliminating jobs by importing goods
or exporting production.
At the same time, those defined as inferior and violent are blamed for urban crime and chaos,
for drugs, for the skyrocketing costs and failures of social programs. This blame then justifies the
oppression and impoverishment of those brought here in chains and the peoples indigenous to
this continent. Add in the darker, poorer immigrants from Latin America and the Caribbean, and
recent immigrants from China and Southeast Asia. Media codes like "inner-city crime" and "teen
gangs' distort and condense a vast canvas of poverty, vulnerability, and exploitation into an
echoing story of some young men's violent response to these conditions Thus those who are significantly endangered come to be defined as inherently dangerous.
That is, one group is blamed for capitalism's crimes, the other for capitalism's fallout. Do I need
to point out who escapes all blame?
When a community is scapegoated, members of that community are most conscious of how
they feel humiliated, alienated, and endangered. But the other function of scapegoating is at least
as pernicious. It is to protect the problem which scapegoats are drafted to conceal: the vicious
system of profit and exploitation, of plenty and scarcity existing side by side.

The Cost of Whiteness
Aryan ideology aside, Jews are often defined as white, though this wipes out the many Jews
who are by anyone's definition people of color, and neglects the role of context: many Jews who
look white in New York City look quite the opposite in the South and Midwest. Radicals often
exclude the category Jewish from discussion, or subsume us into white, unless we are by their definition also people of color, in which case they subsume us as people of color.
The truth is, Jews complicate things. Jewish is both a distinct category and an overlapping one.
Just as homophobia is distinct from sexism yet has everything to do with sexism, anti-Semitism
in this country is distinct from racism yet has everything to do with racism. It's not that a Jew
like myself should "count" as a person of color, though I think sometimes Jews do argue this
because the alternative seems to be erasure. But that means we need another alternative. The
problem is a polarization of white and color that excludes us. We need a more complex vision of
the structure of racism, one that attends to the sick logic of white supremacists. We need a more
complex understanding of the process of "whitening."
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It is probable that it is the Jewish community—or more accurately, perhaps, its remnants—that in
America has paid the highest and more extraordinary price for becoming white.
Every time I read this passage, at the word "remnants," my hand moves to the hollow at the
base of my throat, to help me breathe. Remnants.
What have we paid?
How many of us speak or read Yiddish or Ladino or Hebrew? How many of us have studied
Jewish history or literature, recognize the terms that describe Jewish experience, are familiar with
the Jewish calendar, can sing more than three or four Jewish songs, know something beyond matzoh balls or stuffed grape leaves? Many of us—especially secular Jews, but also those raised in
some suburban synagogues where spirituality took a back seat to capital construction, where
Jewish pride seemed like another name for elitism—many of us have lost our culture, our sense
of community. Only anti-Semitism reminds us who we are, and we have nothing to fight back
with—no pride and no knowledge—only a feeble, embarrassed sense that hatred and bigotry are
wrong. I have even heard Jews, especially, "progressives," justify anti-Semitism: maybe we really
are "like that," rich and greedy, taking over, too loud, too pushy, snatching up more than our
share, ugly and parasitical, Jewish American Princesses, Jewish landlords, Jewish bosses, emphasis on Jewish. Maybe we really deserve to be hated, Thus Auguste Bebel, perspicacious, prophetic nineteenth century socialist named anti-Semitism the socialism of fools.
Do we even know the history of which we, Jewish radicals, are a part? As Trotsky's master biographer Isaac Deutscher explained "the non-Jewish Jew" to the World Jewish Congress in 1958:
The Jewish heretic who transcends Jewry belongs to a Jewish tradition.... Spinoza, Heine, Marx,
Rosa Luxemburg, Trotsky, and Freud. a l l went beyond the boundaries of Jewry They all found
Jewry too narrow, too archaic, and too constricting. Y e t I think that in some ways they were
very Jewish indeed, a s Jews they dwelt on the borderlines of various civilizations, religions, and
national cultures."
Raised Orthodox, steeped in the tradition he rebelled against, Deutscher could grasp the
lewishness" of his rebellion.'9 But typical "non-Jewish Jews" today, lacking Deutscher's knowledge of Jewish tradition, fail to see ourselves as acting within this tradition. We have even permitted the Jewish right to claim the term Jewish radical.
It is frustrating that those Jews best equipped to grasp what it means to choose not to be white—
not to blend, pass, or mute one's differences—are the Hasidim (ultra-orthodox).2" But because
they are also separatist, and by ideology and theology do not value encounters with diversity,
the Hasidim have rarely forged alliances around diversity and against bigotry. Instead, they tend
to protect their individual communities and to blame urban chaos on their neighbors, often people of color, with law-and-order rhetoric and actions both racist and quintessentially American?'
The response o f other Jews toward the Hasidim is instructive. Embarrassment, exposure,
shame, rage, why do they have to be so blatant?—including so blatantly Jewish and so blatantly racist a s
opposed to the discreet liberal norm of moving out of the neighborhood or sending the kids to
private schools faintly integrated by race but starkly segregated by class. And somewhere, for
Jews who care about Jewish identity, the Hasidim also represent a kind of courage: they dare to
walk around looking Jewish.
Progressive Jews need to reconstruct an authentically American progressive Jewish identity,
choosing from the vast storehouse of history/culture/religion which pieces we want to reclaim,
which will enable us to be out as Jews with our own brand of Jewish courage. It's not that most
Jews in the U.S. will endure the same unsheddable visual vulnerability as most people of color,
though buttons and t-shirts, the kipah (skullcap worn by observant men)) and the magen david (Star
of David—"jewish star") may draw us into street visibility. But Jews, like all other people, make
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political choices. With whose interests will we identify and stake our future? With the dominant
and privileged few—white, Christian, and rich, ensuring that poverty remains part o f the
American landscape, leaving bigotry unchallenged, to feed on the local minority of choice?
In 1993 a fabulous mix of some fifteen hundred people—all ages, all colors—attended a New
York City conference on fighting racism_ I had been invited to speak as a lesbian and a _few on a
panel about the relationship of identity to politics. To illustrate how identity can be used to
divide or unite us, I focused first on my lesbian "side." I explained briefly why some queers might
be reluctant to identify themselves publicly, due to fear of homophobia_ And then I asked all
those who self-defined as lesbian, gay, or bisexual, and were willing to identify themselves, to
stand_ A lot of people stood, and they looked around proudly, surveying the numbers of queers
committed to fight racism. And then everyone, standing and seated, applauded.
Then I repeated the process with my Jewish "side."I explained briefly why some Jews might be
reluctant to identify themselves publicly—whether because they feared anti-Semitism, or didn't
feel connected to Jews (as in m y parents are Jewish but I'm not). Then I asked all those who
self-defined as Jews, and were willing to identify themselves, to stand.
The rhythm was quite different. A few people popped right up, and then I could feel the tension, could see people looking around, and a few more stood. And more. And more. By the time
the Jews finished standing up, practically every white person in the room was on her or his feet.
Then came applause, scattered and nervous_
Instead of taking pride in the number of Jews committed to fight racism, instead of absorbing
the plain fact that with a few exceptions Jews were the antiracist whites in New York City (New
York has a huge Jewish community, but Jews are still a minority of New York's whites); instead
of asking why so many Jews see the fight against racism as essential—there was fear. Classic
Jewish fear of visibility. Fear we'd be seen by our antiracist comrades as too many, too powerful.
Indeed, 1 did not bear our comrades in the audience celebrate our strength.
And how, one might ask, are we to fight as hard as we can if we fear our strength? Many Jews
who work against racism and on various progressive issues do this work as progressives, as
women, as workers, as queers, as whites, as people of color. We are invisible as Jews, while Jewish
political conservatives are highly visible. We relinquish to the Jewish right wing the claim to
represent the Jewish community, though the sheer number of Jews involved with progressive
politics is stunning. We abandon Jewish culture to the religious orthodox we think they are
the "real Jews' and we are not. We neglect the powerful tradition of Jewish radicalism, a potential source of instruction, inspiration, and courage. Committed as progressives to the survival
of people's culture, we stand, unseeing and uncaring, at the edge of a chasm opened by assimilation and infinitely deepened by the Holocaust. We facilitate the dwindling of the Jewish

community t o remnants.

Is It Coming Again?
How can I concern myself with progressive coalitions and alliances when everyone—including
progressives—hates Jews? When I speak in the Jewish community, people say this to me all the
time. And they have a point. Look at the July 1994 bombing of the Jewish Community Center
in Buenos Aires_ The center had housed libraries, cemetery records, archives of 100 years of
Yiddish theater, Yiddish newspapers, services of all kinds. Among the 95 killed, the hundreds
wounded, were workers at the Center, students doing research in the library, and poor people in
seed of the services dispensed on Mondays, when the bombing took place_ One of the oldest
Jewish communities in South America was devastated.
show up for a memorial service at a large synagogue on New York City's East Side, where I
learn most of what I've just recounted (mainstream media do not report the destruction o f
archives, or Yiddish culture, or note the range of services provided by a Jewish community cen127
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ter). The crowd is older, well-dressed, many whose accents, language, or conversation mark
them as refugees from Nazi Europe, or Argentineans with family in Buenos Aires. Rudy Giuliani,
New Yor City's rightist neo-fascist mayor, stands at the bima. He says "we"—meaning him and
the Jews. A chain of male makbers (big shots) link the bombing repeatedly to Iran, and claim the
peace process as theirs—outrageously, since only a couple of years ago most of them were calling us traitors for working to end the occupation and protect Palestinian rights. Representatives
from European governments rise to speak, including Germany, France, Austria, hardly historic
friends to the Jews. Everyone repeats, like a litany, Muslim fundamentalism, Arab terrorism, Iranian terrorism. The World Trade Center bombing is invoked, as if that too were an attack on Jews. That
anti-Semitic terror, whatever its source, is protected by Nazi and neo-Nazi strength in the
Argentinean army, police, and government—this well-known fact goes unmentioned. All I can
think as I leave the synagogue is the title of a poem I want to write, If I Get Killed in an Anti-Jewish
Terrorist Attack Here's What I Don't Wain at My Memorial Service.
At a recent Jews for Racial and Economic Justice meeting,22 in a discussion which begins with
the Buenos Aires bombing, we talk about how anti-Semitism is often used as a counterweight to
progressive values, and how this use makes it hard to establish or sometimes even to feel solidarity with other Jews. We are often so busy reminding the mainstream Jewish community that
Palestinians are killed all the time, that Gavin Cato's death was also a tragedy, we leave Yankel
Rosenbaum and the Jews of Buenos Aires to the right wing." It's as if anti-Semitism has been
transformed into a right wing issue—paradoxically, since right-wing anti-Semitism is on the rise
nationally and internationally; since right wing Jews periodically attack, sometimes with violence, progressive Jews.
Several people note the difference between New York City and the rest of the country, here
Jews are hardly a minority, and most benefit from the privileges of white skin, while "in the
Diaspora" at least one person present has been confronted with the question, where are your horns?
Another says, "People are always asking me, what are you? They don't know I'm Jewish, but they
know I'm something." Someone notes the casual New York City assumption that the main site of
anti-Semitism is the African American community. We trade examples of how media bolster this
assumption, headline the haters and separatists, erase the diversity of both communities, fail to
report the many instances of cooperation and rapprochement.' Someone remarks that in the
South and Northwest, Jews and people of color join to fight white supremacist groups as a matter of course. We agree that focusing on the seriousness and connectedness of right wing activity—racist, anti-Semitic, homophobic, and anti-abortion—helps us reach out to other Jews.
am writing this at Rosh Hashonah, the Jewish New Year opening year 5755 of the Jewish calendar. We call the ten days following Rosh Hashonah Yamim Noraim, the Days of Awe, the most
solemn time of our year, culminating in Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. If a Jew steps foot
inside a synagogue once a year, Yom Kippur is the day. I am thinking about the danger, in this
time of increased attacks on Jews, of stepping inside visibly Jewish spaces packed with Jews. At
this time of heightened danger I feel intensely, paradoxically, the need to be among Jews in a
Jewish space.
Elsewhere I have written, "to be a Jew is to tangle with history."25 In the U.S. people tend to
be both ahistorical and insulated from the impact of international events. From this tunnel perspective, Jews have it good. What are we worried about? And we do have it good. And we do
worry. Jews have a history of nearly 6000 recorded years of repeated cycles of calm, then chaos:
periods of relative safety and prosperity disrupted by persecution, brutal oppression, murder, and
expulsion or exile for the surviving remnant to a strange land where the cycle begins again.
Grace Paley reports her immigrant mother's succinct comment on Hitler's rise to power: "It's
coming again."26
In the U.S. much of the bias against Jews has been mitigated by the development of some institutionalized Jewish power. This should be a cause for celebration. Instead it makes us nervous.
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Jewish success is often used against us, as evidence of our excessive control, power, and greed,
evidence which could at any moment topple us from the calm and, for many Jews, prosperous
phase of the cycle into danger and chaos:27
Besides, Jewish success—like any other U.S. success—has been achieved inside a severe class
structure, and Jews, like many other ethnic and racial minorities, have benefitted in concrete
ways from racism against African Americans: Karen Sacks' brilliant investigation, "How Did Jews
Become White Folks?" describes how 'federal programs which were themselves designed to assist
demobilized GIs and young families systematically discriminated against African Americans,"
and functioned as "affirmative action : . [ w h i c h ] aimed at and disproportionately helped male,
Euro-origin Gls:"28 Thus she convincingly explains post-World War II Jewish upward mobility_
History. In 1492 the Inquisition forced thousands of us to convert to Christianity or flee Spain
and Portugal. Some of us ended up in the Americas and were forced to convert anyway. But many
of us maintained ourlewishness secretly. We are called, neutrally, converses, or, offensively, niarraPIDS—meaning, pigs (maybe related to taboos against eating pork).
In Northern New Mexico there are people who light candles on Friday night, they don't always
know why. They don't eat pork and they don't always know why_ They have names like Rad,
which some say comes from Israel. Physically they are indistinguishable from their neighbors.
But some of them know why they do certain things and they know it is dangerous to tell.
When I lived in Northern New Mexico in the early eighties I didn't know any of this, I was just
hungry for Jews. My first Hanukkah in Santa Fe I made a menorah and lit the candles and said
the blessing, alone but picturing _Jews all over the world also lighting and blessing candles. Years
later, I return to Taos for a visit. At a brunch, I meet a woman named Diana who grew up in
Questa, twenty-five miles north. She tells me about the large number of Jews, more and less hidden, who live—and die—here. She indicates our host: "His mother lights candles on Fridays,"
she says, "he doesn't like to talk about it,"
In 1993 I bring my new love to New Mexico. She is also a Jew_ We drive to Questa to find
die cemetery Diana told me about_ We walk through the graveyard: There, among the crosses,
every so often, a headstone with no cross. Many Rads. Names like Isaac, David, Sarah, Rachel,
Moises, Aaron, Eli: On a few headstones we see the small stones which signify a Jew has visited a Jewish grave:
Passing. I get to choose when to disclose I'm a Jew It doesn't show, at least not blatantly or automatically: If I need to, I can hide: Clearly, this applies to some Jews and not others, a benefit
something like that "enjoyed" by the conventionally feminine-looking lesbian vis-a-vis the stone
hutch, or by the lighter skin, English-speaking Chicana. In other words, Jews benefit from not
looking Jewish.29 That many Jews walk safely down the streets of North America because our
Jewishness is not visible is a fact, but not necessarily a comforting one. Many of us would prefer
be both visible and safe. Sometimes it's hard to find each other (why confirmed atheists like
whe, when we live rurally or outside large Jewish communities—join synagogues, how else would
we find the Jews?). Passing/invisibility has a double edge:
Yet any time I feel whiny about passing's double edge, 1 picture myself in a car, any car, with a
cop pulling up alongside. I think of all the times I didn't get followed around stores with someone assuming I was about to rip them off, even when I was about to rip them off.
I also think of my father changing his name from Kantrowitz to Kaye before I was born, presaired by the exigencies of being a Jew in the forties, even in New York. "It was easier," he'd
ciplain, "people always called me Mr: K. anyway, they couldn't pronounce or remember it." (But
when have you heard of a Gloucester, a Leicester, a McLoughlin changing his name?) When he
etrd, in 1982, I took back Kantrowitz: 1 just didn't like the name going out of the world, and a
teztain incident weighed on me: a white gentile lesbian who knew my writing exclaimed upon
-meeting me, "Ohl I expected you to be tall and blond!' I knew if try name were Melanie
IlLantrowitz, no one would ever expect me to be tall and blond.
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But I have recognized in some situations exactly how I need to stiffen my spine to say (and
then spell, though i t is perfectly phonetic) Kaittrowitz. Kantrowitz. Kantrowitz. And sometimes
when I just don't have the koyekb (strength), I say Kaye, and feel grimly close to my dead
ghetto-raised father.
To Discover Water
My father. Myfather loved all things Jewish, I wrote after he died in a poem I called Kaddish, which
is the Jewish prayer for the clead.3° My father who changed his name. My father who loved the sound
of Yiddish but would not speak it. And my mother: hates bagels, hates matzoh balls, never went to shed,
is careful to distinguish herself from those others, has spent her lifetime hating her nose, her Jewish
nose. Yet says, repeatedly, scratch a goy (non-Jew) you'll find an anti-Semite.
My grandparents immigrated from Russia and Poland early in this century, My father, a teenager in Brownsville (a poor Jewish ghetto in Brooklyn) during the Depression, joined the Young
Communist League; as an adult his major hero remained his friend Aaron, a communist who had
spoken on street corners and died fighting in the second World War. My mother had circulated
petitions against the Korean War, walking up to people on the streets of Flatbush during peak
McCarthy period, and she had been spat on.
My mother often says, "When Melanie was three years old, I knew it was Melanie against the
world, and I was betting on Melanie." One of her favorite stories about me dates from 1950,
when my class and my older sister's had been given dog tags—issued in a Cold War frenzy to
New York City schoolchildren as to soldiers—so that in the event of a bomb, our bodies could
be identified. My sister, seven years old, asked what the dog tag was for, and my mother told her.
I listened. And had bombs ever been dropped?, Roni asked. Imagine the discussion, my mother
explaining to a seven-year-old about war, about Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The next time the
5-bell signal rang for a shelter drill and my kindergarten teacher said, "Now, children, it's only a
game, remember, under your desk, head down," I, five years old, stood up and said it was not a
game, it was about dropping bombs on children and our own government had dropped bombs
on children and their eyes had melted and people were burned and killed. T h e other
five-year-olds began crying and screaming, and the principal summoned my mother to school.
"What are you, crazy, telling a kid things like that?" the principal is reported to have said, and
my mother to have answered, "I will not lie to my children,"
My mother's version of this story emphasizes my role, as class conscience and as rebel. But what
delights me in the story is her courage, though a good student, she had dropped out of high
school at fifteen and was always convinced that educated people were smarter. Yet she had the
political and intellectual backbone to defend me and defy authority_
This was my Jewish upbringing, as much as the candles we lit for Hanukkah, or the seders
where bread and matzoh shared the table. My father had been raised observant, my mother, not.
But to us breaking religious observance was progressive, the opposite of superstitious. When we
ate on Yom Kippur, it never occurred to me that this was un-Jewish. I knew I was a Jew. I knew
Hitler had been evil. I knew Negroes—we said then h a d been slaves and that was evil too. I
knew prejudice was wrong, stupid. I knew Jews believed in freedom and justice (the screaming
arguments at extended family gatherings never challenged my belief that we, the un-prejudiced,
were the "real" Jews). My parents' attachment to Adlat Stevenson was such that I grew up sort of
assuming he was Jewish, while a photograph of FDR hung on our living room wall, surrounded
by reverence, god in modern drag. When Eisenhower-Nixon ran against Stevenson in 1952, I
noticed Nixon's dark, wavy hair, like my father's, and said, "He looks like Daddy." "Nothing like
him, nothing, how could you think such a thing," my mother snapped_ She then explained in detail
how Nixon got elected to congress only by redbaiting Helen Gahagan Douglas (the liberal
Congresswoman). I was seven years old_
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remember my mother crying when the Rosenbergs were executed, and I was terrified,
Fecause I knew they were good people, like my parents, with children the same age as my sisand me. Who would take care of their children? Soon we would get our first TV, so my mother
3.nd I) could watch the McCarthy hearings. I knew the whole fate of humanity hinged on
lese hearings, as surely as I knew McCarthy and his people had killed the Rosenbergs. It litrally did not occur to me that real people, people I might meet, people who had children
ad went to work, hated the Rosenbergs or liked McCarthy. Nor did it occur to me that there
ere people who thought unions were bad, people who did not know you never cross a picket
ne, did not know prejudice was wrong and stupid. I could not even conceive of someone yotig for Eisenhower: how had be won?
That this set of principles was Jewish never occurred to me. Around me was Flatbush, a swirling
wish ghetto/community of first and second generation immigrants, including Holocaust survors (though they were noted in my mind simply as the parents who brought umbrellas to
hool when it rained, spoke with my grandparents' accents), there were clerks, trade unionists,
lespeople, plumbers, small business people, radio and TV repairmen, people like my parents
Tian shopkeepers) "in the middle," apartment dwellers where the kids shared a room, and
'hers worked 60-70 hours a week, and people poorer than us, who lived in apartments where
:chen smells lingered on the stairs, someone slept in the living room, and summers the kids
-am in underwear instead of bathing suits. There were teachers and even doctors who were rich
d lived in what we called "private houses" in the outreaches of the neighborhood at the point
iere not everyone was Jewish.
r.it where I lived, everyone was, or almost. Jewish was the air I breathed, nothing I articulated,
2rything 1 took for granted.
Jot-Jewish meant, for the most part, Catholic. Catholics were plentiful and scary: if you marci them they would demand your children, and the pope could tell you what not to read. My
rh school, Erasmus Hall, the oldest and largest in the country, in theory integrated, was so
erely tracked that the mostly Jews, Italians, and African Americans who attended rarely had
3ses together, As for WASPS, I knew they were the majority somewhere, but where? I knew
is and Smith were someone's idea of an ordinary dime-a-dozen name, but I never met one, my
a of the commonest name on earth was Susan Goldberg.
was 17 and a high school graduate before I met privileged WASPs, and that was in the Civil
hts Movement in Harlem. Before Harlem, I barely thought consciously about either whitesor Jewishness (though 1 straightened my hair and performed unspeakable obscenities on my
brows). In Harlem the world divided up into white and black and there was no question what
ts. I barely registered the large proportion of Jews among white people working in the Civil
hts Movement.31 Nor in years of activism on the left did I note the extent of Jewish particion as something to take pride in, or understand that my rebellion against traditionalism had
rl enacted simultaneously by thousands of young Jews. Not until the early seventies when I
,ed to Oregon and encountered white Christian anti-Semites, did I even understand that to
n I was not white: I was a Jew.
1972, I had just moved to Portland, Oregon, and was attending a feminist conference, talkwith a woman while we waited for the elevator. I have forgotten the context for what she
that she did not like Jews. Jews were loud and pushy and aggressive. This was the first time
heard someone say this outright. I was stunned, didn't know what to say—"no, they're
—and I couldn't believe she didn't know that I was Jewish. My voice came out loud and flat:
Jewish." To this day I can't remember how she responded or what I did next.
Portland, I heard for the first time the habitual use of Christian interchangeably with virtuous:
ke a Christian. Even among leftists, it was tricky, liberation theology was sometimes a coniprary version of Christian equals good. As for feminists, the one thing they knew about Jews
hat Jewish men thank god every morning for not making them a woman (this prayer exists,
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but is hardly a core ritual). Actually, feminists knew something else about Jews: that we had killed
the goddess, a bizarre tableau in which Christianity emerges as the meek and innocent younger
daughter. Cmsades, witchbumings, inquisitions? That wasn't their Christianity Their Christianity
was a sweet white church and Grandma Jones's special Christmas cookies.
And my Jewishness? I had never articulated it. I began to think about it.
That first year in Portland, 1 read Hannah Arendt's Eichmann in Jerusalem, and realized something
had somehow up to this point managed not to notice: I would have been killed. My family,
everyone I grew up around, practically, would have been killed. Random family tidbits clicked
into place, my grandparents' families had been killed. I assigned the book to my freshman honors colloquium, and asked the class—as an exercise in ethics and in resistance strategies—
whether, given the opportunity, they would have killed Eichmann. I can still see one of my
students, Kathy, a nice woman, her large eyes framed in deep blue shadow, her pixie haircut giving her head a slightly bowling-ball shape. 1 can hear her answer quickly, without thinking, why

would Is I'm not Jewish.
Only I and a couple of others gasped.
What is clear is this: the more outside of a Jewish ambience I was, the more conscious I became
of Jewishness. Like Marshall McLuhan's perhaps apocryphal remark: I don't know who discovered
water, but I'm sure it wasn't a fish. Inside a Jewish environment, where I could take for granted a somewhat shared culture, an expectation about Jewish survival, where toy body type and appearance
were familiar, my voice ordinary, my laughter not too loud but hearty and normal, above all, normal i n this environment, I did not know what it meant to be a Jew, only what it meant to be
amentsb_ I did not know that mentsh was a Jewish word in a Jewish language.

To Create Solidarity
The more conscious I became, the more I thought and talked and came to write about it and
act visibly and politically as a Jew, the more I encountered both blankness and kinship,
anti-Semitism and solidarity—the more I came to locate myself in a tradition of Jewish women."
Initially I felt most connected to women like myself, with thick dark eyebrows, sturdy legs, full
mouths, big teeth, wild hair, skin full of oil glands for the desert. Secular, Ashkenazi, from
Eastern Europe. English modelled on Yiddish inflection. Laughter explosive and frequent. We
interrupt. We argue. We take for granted that the work of this lifetime is to seek justice, that if
you're not a mentsb, you're a shanda (shame),
Emma Goldman lectured frequently in Yiddish. Clara Eemlich, at sixteen, cat short the speechifying at the famous Cooper Union garment workers meeting by calling for a strike vote (it
passed). Rose Schneiderman first spoke the demand for bread and roses adopted by second wave
feminism (could feminists have noticed this as Jewish, along with that obscure prayer?). Pauline
Newman, Mary Dreier, Lillian Wald were open lesbians and important labor activists and social
reform advocates.33 Anzia Yezierska wrote in Yiddish-inflected English about the struggles of immigrant women for education, independence and love. Lil Moed and Naomi Kies devoted their lives
to the struggle for Palestinian rights and peace between Israel and Palestine. Grace Paley and Vera
Williams create wildly original stories and continue to slog along in the trenches of social justice.34
But the list goes on, to encompass the women not "like me"—rabbis and theologians whose critiques of traditional Judaism, or fights to include women in a transformed Judaism, have made it
possible for a secularist like myself to go to sbul, Scholars Judith Plaskow and Susannah Heschel
demand the presence of women in the Jewish religion. Rabbi Julie Greenberg reinterprets Jewish
practice and, as a single mother and a lesbian, raises her three joyfully-chosen children. Rabbi
Susan Talve leads her St. Louis congregation into justice-seeking partnership with an African
American church. Poet/translator Marcia Falk creates highly evolved feminist blessings and
prayers, using traditional imagery but taking back the source of divinity, the power to bless.35
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„Crews in•de, 14
Sephardi women. Susan Talve and her grandmother Sarika, from near Salonika. The amazing
sixteenth century figure Dona Gracia Nasi created an "underground railroad” to help Jews flee
the Inquisition, and supported the translation of the Hebrew bible into Spanish, for those who
lacked the opportunity to learn Hebrew.36 Feminist scientist Rita Arditti's research into her own
heritage brought Dolia Gracia to me and many others. Poet Emma Lazarus is best known for her
Statue of Liberty inscription, "Give me your hungry, your tired, your poor, your huddled masses
yearning to be free." Therapist Shoshana Simons, of mixed Sephardic/Ashkenazi heritage, whose
workshops and words suggest an enlargement of Jewish possibility.
Mizrachi women. Israeli film critic Ella Shohat argues eloquently and provocatively for the
relocation of Sephardi/Mizrachi experience from the margins to the center of Israeli experience.
Iraqi-American feminist activist Loolwa Khazzoom, founder of the Student Organization for
Jews from Iran and Arab Countries, insists passionately on preserving the culture of Middle
Eastern Jews, and on claiming all her identities. Poet and peace activist, Yemenite-Israeli Bracha
Serri, exposes the damage done to women by men's violence. Therapist Rachel Wahba and poet
Nava Mizrahhi each explores the complexities of being both Arab and jewish.37
Mixed-race women who bring to the Jewish community lessons, language, culture of other
peoples, if we are not too closed to welcome these. Puerto Rican/Jew Aurora Levins Morales,
fifth-generation red-diaper baby, writes fierce, lyrical stories o f working women's struggles.
African American/Jew Josylyn Segal skillfully articulates her "unique and invaluable perspective
on Jewish racism and Black anti-Semitism,"" asserting her right to be fully Jewish and fully Black.
This list is only a beginning.
And what is this new Jewish tradition we are creating and which, in turn, creates us? I once
heard Judith Plaskow respond to someone's discomfort with new prayers reformed to eliminate
male god language—"Those aren't the prayers I grew up with," the woman said, "I don't feel comfortable with them." And Plaskow responded, 'We're not the generation that gets to feel comfortable. We're the generation that gets to create a tradition so the next generation grows up in
it, and for them it will be the authentic tradition, and they will feel comfortable." No, we are not
the generation that gets to feel comfortable. But we are the generation that sometimes gets to
feel whole.
On the evening of Election Day, 1992, 1 was driving down from Seattle to Portland, Oregon,
where Measure 9, the most vitriolic of the homophobic hate measures, was on the ballot.
Measure 9 would have sanctioned discrimination explicitly and violence implicitly; would have
banned from public libraries and schools books that deal positively with gay and lesbian experience, would have blocked funding of any public institutions that aided gays and lesbians—for
example, AIDS counselling.
In the early seventies I came out as a lesbian in Portland, and lived there for seven years. I still
feel deeply connected to the Portland lesbian community, and as I drove from Seattle to
Portland, I felt like I was returning to Berlin, to the Weimar Republic in 1933 on the eve of the
election, I was coming back to be with my people in their time of trouble.
As I pulled into my friend's neighborhood, Northeast Portland, a neighborhood mixed by
income and by race—not especially gay—I saw signs on every lawn—NO ON 9. I started to cry,
and I realized I had no concept of allies. Even though the friend I was going to stay with was
heterosexual, and I knew she'd been working very hard on this issue, I had still somewhere
assumed that no one would stand with us—that we would be fighting alone. And I knew this
came from my history as a Jew.
I had heard about the escalation of violence against Oregon lesbians and gays. But I still was
not prepared for what I found. I saw antigay propaganda that copied actual Nazi cartoons which
showed Jews controlling the economy, substituting gays instead. Powell's Bookstore, which had
been featuring displays of books endangered by 9, had received bomb threats, as had individuals working against 9. House and car windows had been smashed, cars tampered with. Physical
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attacks on lesbians and gays had skyrocketed, and in Salem a black lesbian and a white gay man
had been murdered. It was like walking into a war zone.
heard bits and pieces of this struggle: how some people in Portland or Salem didn't want to
bother organizing rurally, how some white people did not understand the need to build coalitions with communities of color. Yet despite some reluctance and ignorance, a vast broad coalition was created. People told me not about the ease of creating this coalition but about the clarity
and desperation and drive. Suzanne Pharr, a gentile lesbian from Arkansas who came to Oregon
to organize against Measure 9, told me: the radical right is a gift." And I knew what she meant
exactly. Out of something ugly and outrageous has come something astonishing and inspiring,
a model for the rest of the country, for the continued struggle against hatred—for survival.
A model for Jews as well. Oregon's Jews stood unanimously against Measure 9: every synagogue, every community organization and institution, every rabbi—the story goes that one rabbi
didn't want to take a position, and that all the representatives went into a room and six hours
later they came out unanimous.39 Here is an excerpt from the Oregon Jews' statement, deeply
informed by Jewish history, and by Jewish recognition of the intolerably high cost and inevitable
slippage of any safety based on "whiteness":

[The Holocaust]began with laws exactly like Ballot Measure 9.Thoselaws first declaredgroups of
people to be sub-human, then legalized and finally mandated discrimination against them. Comparisons to the Holocaust must be limited. But clearly, this is the start of hatred and persecution that must
stop now.

At the victory rally the night after the election, all the coalition partners spoke to celebrate,
warn, rage, and comfort. There were representatives from the Jewish community, African
American community, Native American community, labor. , , Two voices especially stand out
in my memory. One was a Chicano organizer from the Farmworkers Union, who said, "In this,
we were there for you. Now we're organizing our strike, and I need to ask you to be there for
us." The other voice was a white lesbian activist, who answered the farmworker: "Su lticha es nil
inch,?," Your struggle is my struggle.
I may be secular, but I know holiness when I hear it. One of its names is solidarity, the opposite of "whiteness." The more you claim it, honor it, and fight for it, the less it costs.
Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz
New York City, 1994/5755

,./Itetv/
I thank Esther Kaplan, Roni Natov, and Nancy Ordover for substantial critical feedback. Sections of
this essay are drawn from earlier writings: 'To Be a Radical Jew in the Late 20th Century," "Class,
Feminism, and the Black-Jewish Question" and "Jews, Class, Color and the Cost of Whiteness,' all published in The Issue Is Power,EssaysonWomen,Jews, Violence andResistance (San Francisco: Aunt Lute, 1992).
1 " O n Being 'White' a n d Other Lies," Essence (April, 1984). Sharon Jaffe, activist extraordinaire,
is the friend who sent me Baldwin's essay.
2 "Closing Pandora's Box—Race and the 'New Democrats', in Michael Omi and Howard Winant,
Racial Formation in dm United States, 2 n d ed. ( N e w York, Rcuttledge, 1994), pp.145fl. O m i a n d W i n a n t

point out Lani Guinier's fatal flaw, from the Clinton neoliberal downplay-race perspective, "her willingness, indeed her eagerness, to discuss the changing dimensions of race in contemporary U.S. politics," p. 156.
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ae,
3 Steven Holmes, "Federal Government Is Rethinking Its System of Racial Classification," in New
YorkTimes (7/8/94), explores the confusion from a bureaucratic perspective.
4 Students tell me, on one hand, that they learn in their women's studies classes not to make a hierarchy of oppression, but, on the other hand, that these classes rarely contain anything Jewish.
5 Christians usually see this as a generous feature of their religion—after all, anyone can become
one, forgetting that not all of us wish to.
6 O n the other hand, Karen Sacks, "How Did Jews Become White Folks?" in Race, eds., Steven
Gregory and Roger Sanjek (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1994), points to "a 1987
Supreme Court ruling that Jews and Arabs could use civil rights laws to gain redress for discrimination
against them . o n the grounds that they are not racial whites."
7 Ashkenazi comes from the word for Germany, Sephardi, from Spain.
8 F o r Sephardi in the former Ottoman Empire, see Interview with Chaya Shalom in The Tribe of Dina:
A JewishWomen'sAnthology, eds., Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz and frena Klepfisz (Boston: Beacon Press,
1989: 1st pub., Sinister Wisdom, 1986), pp.214-226. Shalom, a fourth or fifth-generation Jemsalemite
and a political radical, was raised in a traditional Ladino-speaking family to identify as samakbet—pure
Sephardim. She describes Ashkenazi racism against Sephardi, samakhet racism against Arab Jews, and
the complexities of passing and assimilation in Israel. See, also, Ella Shohat's analysis of Israeli
Eurocentrism, Israeli Cinema, East/West and the Politics of Representation (Austin: University of Texas, 1989).
9 N a n c y Ordover, oral critique, December, 1994, For an excellent discussion, see Orni and Winant,
Racial Formation in the United States.
10 See Aisha Berger's poem, 'Nose is a country I am the second generation," in The Tribe of Dina
(note 8). pp.134-138. One of Berger's many illuminating images: "this unruly semitic landmass on my
face." The era of Jewish nose jobs is not over, though Barbra Streisand broke the spell that mirrored
Jewish noses as inherently ugly.
11 First expressed by Moses Mendelssohn (1729-86), the central figure in the German Jewish
Haskalaiy (Enlightenment), as the ideal of Jewish assimilation.
12 A t least partly familiar? Sephardic and Ashkenazi practices often use different cantillation (chanting the prayers), and there are also variations between Reform, Conservative, Orthodox, and
Reconstmctionist.
13 One is, however, hard put to be a Jew without Jewish community. Even in religious practice, the
unit of prayer is not the individual but the minyan, at least ten adult Jews, the Jewish quorum—in
Orthodox Judaism, ten men.
14 There is painful irony in the fact that Yiddish, the beloved mame-loshn of Jewish socialists, is dwindling to a living language only for the ultra-orthodox Hasidim. For information about the Build
(Jewish socialists, for whom Yiddish culture was an important aspect of political life), see Irena
Klepfisz, "Secular Jewish Identity: Yidishkayt in America," in The Tribe of Dina, and in Dreams of an
Insomniac (Portland: Eighth Mountain Press, 1990); Klepfisz, "Di mames,dos loshn/The mothers, the language: Feminism, Yidishkayt, and the Politics of Memory," Bridges IV.! (Winter/Spring 1994/5754)? and
Jack Jacobs, On Socialists and "the Jewish Question" after Marx (New York: New York University, 1992),
15 I n this discussion I am indebted to Nancy Ordover, "Visibility, Alliance, and the Practice of
Memory." unpublished paper (Berkeley: University of California, 1993),
16 Ruth Frankenberg's White Women/Race Matters (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1993) offers
useful insight on whiteness as an unmarked racial category. But Frankenberg misses opportunities to
note the significance of Jewish as a category, although she and a disproportionate number of the white
anti-racist activists she interviewed are _fews.
17 This group is often defined as especially smart—witness The Bell Curve singling Out Ashkenazi Jews
and Asians,
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18 Isaac Deutscher, 'The Non-Jewish Jew," in The Non-Jewish Jew and Other Essays (London: Oxford
University Press, 1968). pp. 26-27. Deutscher's essay is fascinating, though distressingly blithe in its
analysis of anti-Semitism.
19 Deutscher was unable to see the ethical dimensions of Judaism—a Jewish liberation theology that
might support progressive politics.
20 I n appearance, immediately identifiable as Jews because of distinct dress (black hats and coats for
the men, arms and legs fully covered for the women) and hair (peyes unshorn sideburns—for the
men, hair cropped and covered by a sheytl—wig—or headscarf for the women), the Hasidim are magnets for anti-Semitism. Similarly, anti-Semitic graffiti, vandalism, and bombing of synagogues demonstrate that identifiable Jewish places are also vulnerable.
21 Though the Hasidim are vulnerable as individuals to acts of bigotry and violence, in New York
City the Hasidic communities (Lubovitcher, in Crown Heights, and Satmar, in Williamsburg) wield
influence. This is not a function of numbers, the Hasidim comprise a tiny percent of the world's Jews,
Nor is it a function of wealth, indeed, a great many families in the Hasidic communities are poor, partly due to family size (as in all fundamentalist religions, the use of birth control is prohibited). Hasidic
influence is a function of social organization: Hasidic leaders can deliver votes in an election and bodies in a demonstration (all they have to do is bus their students from their yeshivas in their buses).
Here is a lesson for progressive Jews about the need for progressive Jewish visibility and organization,
22 Jews for Racial and Economic Justice monthly Coffee House, August 21, 1994.
23 I'm referring to the incident that triggered the Crown Heights riot of summer, 1991. Gavin Cato
is the Caribbean American child killed by a car driven by a man in the Lubovitcher rebbe's entourage:
Yankel Rosenbaum is the Australian rabbinical student killed by a mob shouting "Kill the Jew"
24 For example, when Lemrick Nelson was acquitted in the Yankel Rosenbaum murder trial, the press
quoted Lubovitchers and city council members using the roost inflammatory language, claiming that
justice in the city was simply slanted in favor of blacks (whatever your opinion of the trial verdict, this
claim is ridiculous beyond belief). Other Jewish voices were not reported. The New York Hoard of
Rabbis and African American Clergy issued a joint statement calling for justice, healing, and reconciliation, the American Jewish Congress, American Jewish Committee, and Jesse Jackson did likewise
none of this was widely reported. So you would never know that there was a diversity of opinion. You'd
never know that there are Caribbean and Lubovitcher teenage boys playing basketball together in
Crown Heights, that there are programs of cultural sharing taking place. You'd never know for that matter that any women live in Crown Heights—you certainly never hear what they think about any of this.
Compare what happens when the extraordinarily gifted Anna Deaveare Smith gathers the diversity and complexity of Jewish and African American voices to explore the Crown Heights explosion.
See her performance piece Fire In the Mirror (available on video and in book form)—an African
American woman, she speaks in the voice of each character.
25 I n The Issue Is Power, Some Notes on Jewish Women and Therapy," The Issue Is Power: Essays on
Women,Jews, Violence andResistance (San Francisco: Aunt Lute, 1992),
26 Grace Paley, "Now and Then." Illzkun (May/June 1989), p, 76. In particular, European medieval
and Renaissance history from a Jewish perspective reads like a disaster chronicle: expelled from here,
massacred there, forced conversions someplace else. Occasionally there is a bright spot, "Jews return
to Worms" (from which they had been expelled the year before), "Jews allowed to settle in England"
(from which they had been expelled some centuries earlier). The late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, especially in Eastern Europe, presents a similar wave of persecution, dwarfed only by the magnitude of what followed. Grievous official and unofficial oppression of Jews was a common feature Of
modern pre-Holocaust Europe.
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27 1 do not mean to claim a new and special status of victimization by uncertainty, which may even
look appealing to those who face the relative certainty of extreme poverty, high infant mortality, etc.
28 Karen Sacks, note 6.
29 Jews who could pass as gentile, because they looked less Jewish and could speak the dominant
language fluently, were more likely to survive the various swings of anti-Semitism: Thus to tell a survivor of the European Holocaust "you don't look Jewish" is to probe a painful truth h a d the person
looked more Jewish, s/he would probably be dead.
30 "Kaddish," in Nice Jewish Girls, A Lesbian Anthology, ed., Evelyn Torton Beck (Boston: Beacon Press,
1989), pp107-11, first published in Sinister Wisdom 25 (1984).
31 See Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz, "Stayed on Freedom, Memories of a Jew in the Civil Rights Movement." in Narrow Bridge, Jews and Multiculturalism, ed. Maria Brettschneider (New Brunswick: Rutgers,
University Press, 1996). forthcoming.
32 When Irena Klepfisz and I edited The Tribe of Dina (note 8) in the mid-eighties, we chose to include
photographs of the authors, We felt Jewish women literally needed to see what we looked like: the
range as well as the commonality.
33 " I t has taken over 65 years for historians to reacknowledge what the community knew all along,
that lesbians were at the center of organizing on the East Side, and that their relationships influenced
radical politics and strategy." Sarah Schulman, "When We Were Very Young, A Walking Tour
Through Radical Jewish Women's History on the Lower East Side 1879 1919," in The Tribe of Dina
(note 8). p. 271.
34 See The Tribe of Dina (note 8), tribute to Naomi Kies, interviews with Lil Moed and Grace Paley,
Sarah Schulman (note 38), and lrena Kleplisz, note 14.
35 Judith Plaskow, Standing Again At Sinai (San Francisco, HarperSanFrancisco, 1990), Susannah
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